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Regulation is a critical element in the mix of instruments that determine whether market 
liberalization will promote efficiency. Wrong regulatory decisions can result in serious 
problems. One regulatory decision that has been made concerns the form of regulation.  
Price-cap Regulation (PCR) has been widely adopted, and PCR will be used as this basic 
foil in this presentation to highlight some of the issues surrounding the questions posed in 
this session on the strengths and limitations of economic theories of regulation.  I will use 
examples from markets facing entry, such as energy, telecom and postal, and I focus on 
regulation under market liberalization because partial competition poses special 
challenges for regulators.   
 
The widespread adoption of PCR as a regulatory system for pricing is prima facie a 
positive sign. In his report to the Department of Trade and Industry proposing the system 
of regulation for British Telecom, Littlechild (1983) argued that PCR had a number of 
beneficial efficiency properties relative to other forms of existing regulation, including 
cost-of-service regulation, also known as rate-of-return regulation (ROR), which was 
prevalent in the US at the time. His arguments have been explored more formally in 
many subsequent papers (e.g. Braeutigam and Panzar (1989, 1993), Crew and 
Kleindorfer (1996, 2008)). PCR would provide high-powered incentives for cost 
economy or X-efficiency that were absent under ROR.  This presentation will pursue the 
general question of appropriate theory for economic regulation in the context of price 
regulation under PCR.  In particular, I wish to address a number of key issues that arise in 
understanding and using the standard PCR model: 
 

1. The issue of profit maximization and residual claimants 
2. The issue of asymmetric information and required judgment by the regulator 
3. The issue of commitment (by the regulator) over the period (typically 4-5 years) 

of the PCR regime 
4. The design of the price-cap itself (baskets, initialization, legitimacy, X factors and 

more) 
5. The issue of quality of service 
6. The regulation of multi-featured products, such as access 

 
What I will argue is that the theory of economic regulation, with the example of PCR as 
the basic focus, does provide critical insights for the practice of regulation.  However, a 
simplistic reading of the theory, which fails to account for key complexities (e.g., the 
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above 6 issues) present in reality, will miss the mark of providing usable insights by a 
country mile. 
 
To illustrate the point, consider the first issue above: residual claimants.  The efficiency 
arguments for PCR (in the literature noted above) were driven by a presumption that 
profit-oriented residual claimants would attempt to reap the benefits of PCR through the 
additional flexibility in pricing and in the ability to appropriate the benefits of increased 
cost efficiency in the short run.  These arguments considered, often only implicitly, the 
privately owned firm as the model by which PCR would operate.  The owners of a 
privately owned firm are the residual claimants, and profit maximization and therefore 
cost minimization are natural corollaries of private ownership.  However, in sectors like 
the postal sector, most incumbent providers are public enterprises.  Public enterprises do 
not have residual claimants, or at least not of the usual profit-oriented character.   
 
A great deal hinges on the behavioral model assumed for the regulated firm under PCR.  
For example, Braeutigam and Panzar (1989) show under a profit-maximization 
assumption that PCR provides not only incentives for internal or X-efficiency but also 
incentives not to cross subsidize, thereby eliminating one major source of unfair 
competition. However, the notion that many regulated enterprises are not profit 
maximizers clearly underlies the critique of Sappington and Sidak (2003).   
 
The origins of the Sappington & Sidak (S-S) argument go back half a century. Notably, 
Baumol (1967) developed a theory of the firm based upon sales revenue maximization.  
Williamson (1963)’s theory of expense preference was based upon the notion that 
management maximized a preference function that included its own emoluments and its 
preference for some expense categories over others. For example, he argued that 
expenditures on additional staff might be preferred to expenditures on shop floor labor. 
Baumol argued that in his experience of management in private corporations, which was 
considerable, managers did not maximize profit but sales revenue.  Both employed basic 
optimization models.  S-S draw from both approaches; they argue that a public enterprise 
is likely to be a sales revenue maximizer. They view sales revenue maximizing as a proxy 
variable reflecting management’s desire for a “quiet life.” Because managers in public 
enterprises are not allowed to receive a level of compensation as high as those in private 
enterprise, the desire for labor peace and other aspects of the quiet life may be a 
significant part of their preferences.  S-S argue that these kinds of preferences will be 
translated into the desire to increase the size of the enterprise, and particularly the level of 
employment, of the enterprise. Niskanen’s (1971) economic theory of bureaucracy 
provides another foundation to their approach in that he argues the bureaucrat’s objective 
is to expand the size of his department. Public enterprises, in many respects, have many 
of the same features as government agencies.  The S-S model incorporates these types of 
notions by having the public enterprise maximize sales revenue.  
 
Adoption of an S-S type of sales revenue maximization would throw a monkey wrench 
into the attainment of PCR’s properties of X-efficiency and prevention of cross 
subsidization.  For example, Crew and Kleindorfer (2008) develop a general model of the 
firm subject to PCR.  This model allows the behavior of the firm to be compared under a 



mixture of different objectives including the S-S sales revenue maximizing approach, 
maximizing the average wage, profit maximization and welfare maximization.  Under the 
S-S approach the efficiency properties of PCR would be significantly attenuated.  
Especially noteworthy is that, in contrast to Braeutigam and Panzar, cross subsidy would 
not be avoided under PCR. This occurs because, under sales maximization there would 
be an underweighting of cost relative to the Ramsey Rule, which could even lead to 
charging less than marginal cost for some products (those with relatively high elasticity).   
 
In short, theoretical analysis of the PCR framework shows that different weights on the 
different objectives (representing situations in which different factions or stakeholders in 
the enterprise have greater bargaining power following models of the firm proposed by 
Aoki (1980) and others) give rise to very different outcomes under PCR. Indeed, 
objectives other than profit maximization driven by residual claimants mitigate or destroy 
the efficiency properties of price caps.  The results of this analysis raise a number of 
questions.  What are the types of policies and reforms that might allow the logic of PCR 
to be aligned with efficiency in practice? How do market liberalization and 
commercialization of public or quasi-public operators relate to efficiency under PCR?  
There are some answers to these questions, but they cannot even be effectively posed if 
one does not have a clear understanding of the issue of meaningful residual claimants and 
its central role under PCR.  
 
The other 5 issues noted can be expanded in like fashion.  All of these have by now been 
studied at various levels of detail by theoreticians and they are, of course, also faced by 
regulators in practice.  What is fascinating, however, is that it is still the very simplistic 
PCR model (with all of its underlying simplifying assumptions) that is the center piece in 
the implementation of PCR. Such simplification is not only unwarranted; it can be quite 
harmful to the logic and design of PCR in practice.   
 
Taking PCR as an important example, my conclusion will be that the economic theory of 
regulation does provide meaningful and useful benchmarks for the practice of regulation.  
However, the practice of regulation remains considerably more complicated than our 
theoretical models.  Acting as if this is not the case will undermine progress in the 
development of regulatory theory as well as failing to underline the necessity for 
judgment on the part of regulators to bridge the gaps between the informative 
benchmarks of theory and the nagging realities of practice. 
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